Cimplifi Innovations
TM

Client-driven innovations offer integration with
intelligence.
Developed with client input and designed to solve your workflow
challenges, our CI tools deliver a seamless, user-friendly
experience, valuable insights and benefits, all with less complexity
and effort.
CI ADMIN

The ultimate tool, offering convenience
and simplification through streamlined
administration and expansive tool
permissions. Featuring SSO log-in, crosstool user management, and custom
enhancements.

CI PROCESSING PRO

Using our proprietary ECA workflows
and Rampiva automation engine,
easily process your data through Nuix
processing without having to be a Nuix
Certified professional.

CI CLICK

CI TRANSCRIBE

CI TRANSLATE

CI MIGRATE

CI ARCHIVE

CI TOOLKIT

A single click, multi-select coding button
in Relativity. Reviewers can quickly code
multiple fields like responsiveness,
confidentiality, privilege, and issues in one
click.

Translate your documents on the fly in more
than 50 languages using Azure Cognitive
Services Translator. Its easy-to-use and
intuitive design makes it simple to translate
documents with just a few clicks.

With just a few clicks, you can ARM (archive,
restore, and move) Relativity workspaces for
ultimate flexibility and efficiency in storage.

POWERCI

Make more informed decisions with realtime metrics and insights in CI Migrate, CI
Transcribe, CI Translate and more through
our unified dashboard.
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Minimize discovery spend and time by
transcribing, searching, and analyzing
audio and video evidence to quickly
identify and focus on relevant data only.

Move your data from any review tool into
Relativity OnPrem or RelOne with ease
and transparency through customized
best practices, workflow automation
tools, and real-time status monitoring.

A full suite of data management tools with
everything you need to easily manage your
data prior to upload and processing.

CI SUPPORT

Access a one-stop shop for all support
articles and communicate with our helpdesk,
project management, and techs directly
through your own private Slack channel.

cimplifi.com

Cimplifi powers
our client experience.
TM

Discover the many advantages of Cimplifi and see why
clients love working with us.
BURDEN-FREE TECHNOLOGY

Get access to a secure ecosystem of the most powerful eDiscovery and contract analytics
tools, free from the burden of infrastructure, back-end implementation, or maintenance.

CLIENT-DRIVEN INTEGRATIONS

We make the best technologies work better through workflow and software integrations
that streamline and integrate administration, processes, and reporting and deliver
valuable insights and benefits.

SCALABLE & CUSTOMIZABLE

We give you the flexibility to deploy our platform for your entire operation or utilize it
for a single project—scale up or down without limits. Tailor your tech stack and access a
custom platform without any custom development.

TOP-TIER SECURITY

At Cimplifi, we’re serious about security. We employ the highest standards across our
enterprise and stand up to the most rigorous vetting.

COST MANAGEMENT & RECOVERY

Realize cost savings and gain visibility into your spend through metrics and dashboards
that can help you track, manage, and recover costs.

EXPERT SUPPORT

We earn our clients’ trust and confidence by delivering responsive and reliable service,
proactive project management, and a deep bench of seasoned legal, technical, and
subject matter experts.

Ready for a more empowering experience?
Get in touch today to speak with an expert.
info@cimplifi.com / Phone 833.215.2667
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